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The plan 
1. Overview & history of zines [2:00-2:15] 

2. Examples & discussion [2:15-2:40]

3. Workshop — make & share a zine! [2:40-3:40] 

4. Applications — what’s next? [3:40-4]



zines — self-made, self-
reproduced, self-circulated, 
DIY print publications that 
obsess over, focus on, or 
otherwise explore something









1870s — The novelty press & APAs



1920-30s — sci-fi  fandom



1960s — counterculture,  
the underground press, & comix



1970s — punk fanzines



1980s-1990s — zines!



1995



1995



?



DIY?



While many argue that the heyday of zines were in the 1990s and that any attempt to revisit them in the 21st century is nothing more than an exercise in nostalgia, there has been a significant reassurance of zines in the late oughts. 
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What can libraries do?

























Take 10 minutes to a look at some contemporary zines we 
brought in today. Don’t rush, but aim to get a sense of their 
diversity. As you view them, consider their: 

• purpose: What inspired this? What personal or social need 
does it respond to? 

• process: What went into making this? What materials? What 
steps? 

• style: What forms or genres are present?  

• audience: Who did the author(s) imagine would read this? To 
what degree is this readership public/strange to the 
zinester(s)? To what extent are they familiar?



Deciding what to make a zine about can be tough, 
but it can help to think about kairotic moments.



What will you make a zine about? 
Here are some ideas, but what are yours?

My worst haircut 
My first job  

Top 5s 
Facts about favorite/least favorite writer, athlete, animal, food 

Guide to library collection/service/exhibit 
Landmarks near your library 

Your last 6 text/tweet messages illustrated  
Times I've laughed when someone got hurt 

Lies I've told my parents 



“Accept your zine isn’t going to be finished straightaway. 
Zines aren’t finished in an hour. If you’re really eager to get 
your zine out there as soon as possible, consider a mini-
zine or a 24 hour zine (or even combine the two).” 

-Hannah from Spill the Zines  (a UK zine)



The mini-zine

 

 

 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

cover back 



Folio (half-fold)
For this method, you will need to 
fold multiple sheets of paper 
in half — think of each side of a 
sheet as being two pages (# of 
sheets x 4 = # of pages). So, 
folding 2 sheets of paper in folio-
style and stapling in the middle 
will produce a zine with 8 pages. 
Here is an example of how a zine 
would look in this method.



Quarto (quarter-fold)
Smaller than the folio, the number 
of pages is doubled so you can 
get more copies out of each page 
(# of sheets x 8 = # of pages). For 
example, folding 2 sheets of 
paper in quatro-style will produce 
a zine with 16 pages. This usually 
requires cutting or coordinating 
printing so be careful with this 
method. 



Zines in your library?

• What are some events/programming at your own institution?  
• What existing programs might zines lend themselves to? Are 

there ways zines could be used in support of services in your 
library? 

• What specific audiences might be open or opposed to 
reading or making zines? 








